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Western Balkans Strategy - Six flagship initiatives
Strengthening the rule of law

Increased connectivity

Establishment of detailed action plans and advisory
missions expanded to all Western Balkans countries.
Greater use will be made of leverage provided in the
negotiating frameworks with Montenegro and Serbia.

Within the region and with the EU and new investment
support. More effective use of the Connecting Europe
Facility and the EU’s Energy Union to be expanded to the
region. Work to complete the Regional Electricity Market
in the Western Balkans and a new rail strategy to be
pursued.

Reinforced engagement on security and migration
Strengthen the fight against organised crime,
terrorism and violent extremism; cooperation on
migration and border management. Europol liaison
officers posted in the region; Joint Investigation Teams
further promoted.

Enhanced support for socio-economic
development
Expand the Western Balkans Investment Framework, put
in place a guarantee fund, supporting start-ups, access to
finance of SMEs, research and innovation. Support the
development of the Regional Economic Area. Increased
focus on employment and social reforms. Funding under
Erasmus+ will be doubled.

and an Action Plan with 57 measures

A Digital Agenda for the Western Balkans
Roadmap to facilitate lowering roaming costs,
support to the deployment of broadband and
development of eGovernment, eProcurement,
eHealth and digital skills; capacity building in trust
and security and the digitalisation of industry.

Support for reconciliation and good
neighbourly relations
Support to transitional justice, missing persons and
increased cooperation in education, culture, youth and
sport, and expanding the scope of the Regional Youth
Cooperation Office. The Western Balkans as part of the
European Year of Cultural Heritage.
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COM proposal for next MFF
➢ Substantial streamlining of our current external
actions instruments.
➢ IPA only single instrument outside all other external aid
instruments
➢ Increased funding: EUR 14.5 billion for the new IPA
III - 20% increase
➢ Flexibility: possibility to carry over and the re-use of
unutilised funds
➢ Increased focus on investments, with the creation of
the External Action Guarantee – including IPA.
➢ New IPA: programming based on priorities rather than
country envelopes. This approach to programming will
reward performance and progress against key
priorities.
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WBIF Integration

WESTERN BALKANS GUARANTEE

WBIF Reform Aspects (1):
1. In general:
expansion - more contributors (re-activation of dormant
members, new members)
2. Structure/governance:
- further advancement on the "umbrella" structure
- all project proposals from different platforms to be
channelled via one standard Grant Application Form (GAF)
- one streamlined screening/assessment process for all
platforms
- re-enforcement of COM role in some of the subplatforms with a stronger central WBIF secretariat and TA
support from the new IFICO
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WBIF Reform Aspects (2):
• 3. Strategy/reform process:
Integrate more prominently the policy reform aspects, in
particular ERP, REA and Connectivity Reform Measures,
into the WBIF process
• 4. Ownership:
• improve the National Investment Committee (NIC) and
Single Project Pipeline approach and link to WBIF
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WBIF Reform Aspects (3):
Next Steps
• 1. Finalise Self-Assessment
• 2. Establish Working Group
• 3. Recommendations to be developed
• 4. Recommendations to be approved at the Steering
Committee meeting in Berlin in June 2019

• 5. Legal framework to be updated (General Conditions,
Rules of Procedure, etc.)
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Economic Reform Programmes
New Approach
• The overall purpose of the ERP exercise is to get each
government to identify themselves the key obstacles faced
by their economy and to prioritise structural reforms that
effectively tackle these obstacles
• Anticipating the submission of Economic Reform
Programmes from all countries in January. This will be the
fourth annual ERP.
• Analytical diagnostics of obstacles to competitiveness and
inclusive growth by the countries have become stronger,
but we want to improve this further.

•
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Economic Reform Programmes
New Approach
• Implementation of structural reform is lagging behind and
the reform plans of the governments still do not always
address the key obstacles to competitiveness.
• To help them with this task the Commission is shifting its
approach to its assessments of the ERPs.
• Focus assessments much more with the aim of clearly
identifying the key 3-4 structural challenges to enhancing
productivity and raise competitiveness in the Commisision’s
view.
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Economic Reform Programmes
New Approach
• Commission is currently conducting missions in the Western
Balkans to discuss these priorities with the governments.
•
• Also closely discussing their findings with EU member states
and IFIs.
•
• Already tentatively identified most of the key challenges per
economy.
•
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Economic Reform Programmes
New Approach
• Large informal economies, including undeclared work,
create unfair competition and harm workers' rights on top
of undermining the countries' tax bases.
•
• The low quality of education with resulting skills gaps is
also hampering private sector development.
•
• Major reforms are needed in the energy sector with an
emphasis on energy efficiency and renewables.
•
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Economic Reform Programmes
New Approach
• With this new approach to the ERP exercise we will have a
much clearer idea of what are the key challenges and
therefore the key priorities.
•
• This exercise will become more central to the programming
of our financial assistance including how we plan to select
projects within the WBIF.
• Commission will work on proposals to make it more
operational within the WBIF.
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EU Branding of Joint Interventions
Videos
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EU Branding of Joint Interventions – Project
maps
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EU branding of Joint Interventions
Infographic
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EU Guarantee for the
Western Balkans

• Update on
Priorities and the Way
Forward
•
Luxemburg, Dec. 2018

Reminder:
Context & Approach
▪ 6 Feb’18: EU Strategy for the Western Balkans
▪ WB6 integration and growth require investment

▪ Limited fiscal space, constrained private sector
=> Use €150m (‘19-‘20) EU guarantee via IFIs
to insure investments against bottleneck risks
=> Crowd-in private capital where possible,
use public funds only when necessary

Priority Areas for the Guarantee

• Early-stage SMEs, innovation in existing SMEs
e.g. digitalization
• Stimulating trade within the region and with
the EU e.g. investments enabling exports

• Agriculture and food processing
• Municipal environ., social or urban infrastructure
incl. smaller-scale PPP projects where feasible
• Scaling-up viable green investments e.g.
recycling, renewables or resource efficiency

State of Play
▪ First milestones completed:
Market Assessment, private sector dialogue,
first round of stakeholder consultations
▪ Priority areas identified to encourage project
preparation "beyond business as usual"
▪ Written Q&A on G. features in progress

Q&A – Key Topics based on your
Inputs
▪ Additionality and Relation to other Instruments
▪ Governance: Roles and Decision-making
▪ Project Eligibility and Selection
▪ Contractual Issues and Counterpart Eligibility
▪ Guarantee characteristics: Basic principles

Next steps
▪ Beneficiary countries and EUDs to nominate
“focal points” for further consultation
▪ Technical design, formal criteria to be defined
by March 2019 for…
▪ Launch of two-staged selection procedure:
“Brainstorming phase” then formal selection phase
▪ Allocation of guarantee + TA by Q4 2019;
Signatures with IFIs in 2019-2020
▪ In parallel: Prepare for next MFF

Thank You

